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Helix cable socksHelix cable socksHelix cable socksHelix cable socks    

 

The idea for this pattern I got during a department meeting in biology. In my institute we 

are dealing a lot with DNA and sequencing I suddenly I thought, that it should be possible 
to have a cable looking like a DNA-helix. The form of the heel was inspired by the book: 
“New pathways for sock knitters” by Cat Bordhi. For knitting the heel you also should 

have read this book, because that makes things much easier. But of course you can 
combine the cable pattern with any heel you prefer. 
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Yarn:Yarn:Yarn:Yarn: Any sock yarn with the weight of 4 ply (14 wpi) can be used.  

Needle sizeNeedle sizeNeedle sizeNeedle size: For knitting this socks I used a needle of the size 2.75 mm ((US2). But of course you choose the 

needle fitting best to the yarn and your way of knitting.  

SizeSizeSizeSize: European 40. But the size can be easily modified by varying the number of stiches.  

    

Abbreviations:Abbreviations:Abbreviations:Abbreviations:    

1 st1 st1 st1 st … one stich 

SlSlSlSl … slip required number of stiches 

M1, M2M1, M2M1, M2M1, M2… Marker 1, marker 2 

Llink Llink Llink Llink … leaning left increase (Look here for a video clip with the explanation by Cat Bordhi: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYOYMJBGxrw ) 

LrinkLrinkLrinkLrink… leaning right increase (Look here for a video clip with the explanation by Cat Bordhi: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYOYMJBGxrw ) 

 K1K1K1K1… knit 1 stich 

KetogKetogKetogKetog … knit two stiches together 

P2togP2togP2togP2tog… purl 2 stiches together 

 

CuffCuffCuffCuff    

Knit the cuff after the pattern Hippizippe’s Minirüsche. The internet source for this can be 
found here: http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/hippezippes-miniruesche 

I modified the pattern a bit. So knit the cuff as following: 

Cast on 129 stiches and knit 1 row. Knit the last stich of the first row and the first stich 
of the next row together and close the round this way. Be careful not to twist! 

Row 2Row 2Row 2Row 2 and 4: purl all stiches 

Row 3Row 3Row 3Row 3: Knit all stiches 

Row 5Row 5Row 5Row 5: repeat *k2tog*, 64 stiches should remain on the needles. 

LegLegLegLeg    

Knit one more round. Than start the cable pattern as described in the chart. The cable is 

knitted through 16 stiches of the instep needles, if you use double pointed needles that 
means needle 2 or 3. The cable is always knitted on the outside of the foot. 
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Repeat the cable chart twice. Than start the heel. 

    

Arch expansionArch expansionArch expansionArch expansion    

The here introduced heel architecture is inspired by Cat Bordhis “Sky architecture”. If you 

have trouble with the written instructions, there is also a chart on page 7. 

1. Round of the 1. Round of the 1. Round of the 1. Round of the arch arch arch arch expansionexpansionexpansionexpansion: At the very beginning of the round M1 stich between 

needle 1 and 4. M1 and M2 are place before and after that stich. Do not forget to continue Do not forget to continue Do not forget to continue Do not forget to continue 
the cable pattern on the instep needles!the cable pattern on the instep needles!the cable pattern on the instep needles!the cable pattern on the instep needles!    

Rd 2Rd 2Rd 2Rd 2: Is the first expansion round. Knit to M1 (this is the marker on needle 4, that means 
the marker before the beginning of the “heel flap”).  Slip M1, llink, k1, lrink, slip M2. 

Knit remaining stiches on the sole needles.  

Rd 3Rd 3Rd 3Rd 3: Knit to M1, sl M1, sl1, k1, sl1, slip M2. Knit remaining stiches on the sole needles.  

Rd 4,Rd 4,Rd 4,Rd 4,    6,6,6,6,    10,10,10,10,    12,12,12,12,    16,16,16,16,    18,18,18,18,    22,22,22,22,    24,24,24,24,    28,28,28,28,    30,30,30,30,    34,34,34,34,    36363636: knit all stiches between the markers M1 

and M2. Knit all remaining sole stiches. 

Rd 5,Rd 5,Rd 5,Rd 5,    11,11,11,11,    17,17,17,17,    23,23,23,23,    29,29,29,29,    35353535: Knit to M1, sl M1, llink, referring to the stiches from the round 

knitted before *sl1 k1* until M2 is reached, lrink, sl M2. Knit all remaining sole stiches. 

Rd 7, 9, 13, 15, 19, 21, 25, 27, 31, 33, 37Rd 7, 9, 13, 15, 19, 21, 25, 27, 31, 33, 37Rd 7, 9, 13, 15, 19, 21, 25, 27, 31, 33, 37Rd 7, 9, 13, 15, 19, 21, 25, 27, 31, 33, 37, 39, 39, 39, 39: 
referring to the row knitted before *sl1 kn1* 
between M1 and M2. Knit all remaining sole 

stiches.  

Rd 8, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38Rd 8, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38Rd 8, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38Rd 8, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38: knit to M1, sl M1, llink, k 
to M2, lrink, sl M2. Knit all remaining stiches on 
the sole needles.  

Now there should be 27 stiches between the markers. 

Of course you can also add more stiches in the arch. 
Just continue in the described pattern.  

 

Heel turnHeel turnHeel turnHeel turn    

For the next step you should have read the 

introduction chapters of the book “New pathways for 
sock knitters” of Cat Bordhi. You can also watch the video instruction for wrapped stiches 
here:  
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yVikAvPuE4 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFrVqx-iN7k&feature=related 

Work the heel turn on the 27 stiches between the markers. Therefore transfer all remaining 
stiches to the instep needles (Needle 2+3) and remove the markers. The 7 outermost 
stiches of the 27 stiches (on both sides) are worked as “wrapped stiches”.  You are now 

working in rows, not in the round! 

Knit 25 st, now wrap the next stich as follows: slip the stich with the yarn in the front, put 
the yarn strand to the back and then put the stich back to the left needle. Now the yarn 
strand is wrapped through the stich. Turn the work.  

Purl until only 2 stiches remain on the sole needles. Wrap the next stich as following: slip 

the stich with the yarn in the back and then put the stich back to the left needle. Now the 
yarn strand is wrapped through the stich. Turn the work. 

Knit to 1 st before the wrapped stich. Wrap this stich. Turn the work. 

Purl to 1 st before the wrapped stich. Wrap this stich. Turn the work. 

Continue like this until the outermost 7 stiches of the 27 sole  are wrapped. Now the first 

part of the heel flap is finished.  

For the second part of the heel turn you also have to knit the wrapped stiches (in the book 

this is the part with the Opera woman and the diamond necklace… J  ). Knit to the first 
wrapped stich. Now insert your right needle from the front into the strand you wrapped 

around the stich and lift the strand behind the first stich on the left needle. This way you 
made a new stich. Ssk these two stiches. Continue like this with all stiches on the right 
side of the work. If you lift the strand of the last wrapped stich, it is laying between the 

last two stiches on the needle. Now knit these 3 stiches together. Now turn the work. 

Purl to the next wrapped stich. Now insert the right needle from the backside of the work 
into the strand wrapped around the stich, lift it over the first stich on the left needle and 
purl these 2 stiches together. Do the same with all remaining wrapped stiches. Again the 

lifted strand from the last wrapped stich is located between the last 2 stiches on the needle. 
Purl these 3 stiches together. 

Now 25 stiches should remain on the sole needles. The heel turn is done. 

 

Decreasing of the stichesDecreasing of the stichesDecreasing of the stichesDecreasing of the stiches    
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Slip the other sole stiches back to needle 1 and 4. 32 stiches should remain on the instep 
needles.  

Knit all 25 stiches sole stiches, then knit one more stich, ssk the next two stiches. Turn the 

work.  Sl1, p25 “sole stiches”, p 1 more stich, p2tog. This way you increased your sole 
stiches to 27. 

Now knit the sole stiches until 1 stich before the “gap” and knit the stich before and after 
the gap together. Turn the work. Purl until 1 stich before the gap, purl the stiches before 

and after the gap together. Turn the work.  

Continue decreasing stiches that way until 34 stiches remain on the sole needles. The last 

two decreasings work while working in the round: that means: knit to the gap, ssk, work 
the stiches on the instep needles, then k2tog the stiches at the other gap. 64 stiches remain 

in total. Now you have mastered the heel! 

 

FootFootFootFoot    and toeand toeand toeand toe    

Start working in the round again. Continue the cable pattern on the instep needles and 
knit until the foot has the desired length. Then knit the toe.  

 

Chart explanationsChart explanationsChart explanationsChart explanations    for the cable patternfor the cable patternfor the cable patternfor the cable pattern    

 

  knit 

 purl 

 Put 2 stiches on an extra needle and 
hold it to the back,, knit the following 

2 stiches, knit the 2 stiches from the 
extra needle. 

 Put 2 stiches on an extra needle and 
hold it to the front, knit the following 

2 stiches, knit the 2 stiches from the 
extra needle 

        

-
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Cable chartCable chartCable chartCable chart    

 

 

    

    

        

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

- - - - 24

- - - - 23

- - - - 22

- - - - 21

- - - - 20

- - - - 19

- - - - 18

- - - - 17

- - - - 16

- - - - 15

- - - - 14

- - - - 13

- - - - 12

- - - - 11

- - - - 10

- - - - 9

- - - - 8

- - - - 7

- - - - 6

- - - - 5

- - - - 4

- - - - 3

- - - - 2

- - - - 1
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Chart for the Arch expansionChart for the Arch expansionChart for the Arch expansionChart for the Arch expansion    

 

 

 

27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl 39

lr ll 38

sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl 37

36

lr sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl ll 35

34

sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl 33

lr ll 32

sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl 31

30

lr sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl ll 29

28

sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl 27

lr ll 26

sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl 25

24

lr sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl ll 23

22

sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl 21

lr ll 20

sl sl sl sl sl sl 19

18

lr sl sl sl sl sl sl ll 17

16

sl sl sl sl sl sl 15

lr ll 14

sl sl sl sl 13

12

lr sl sl sl sl ll 11

10

sl sl sl sl 9

lr ll 8

sl sl 7

6

lr sl sl ll 5

4

sl sl 3

lr ll 2

V 1
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Chart explanation for the arch expansion pattern: Chart explanation for the arch expansion pattern: Chart explanation for the arch expansion pattern: Chart explanation for the arch expansion pattern:     

 knit 

 leaning left increase (llink) 

 leaning right increase (lrink) 

 slip stich 

 position of the marker 

  

ll

lr

sl


